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o Purchasing software systems for debris load management to assist in tracking trucks, 
drivers, and routes 

FEMA does not provide PA funding for the cost of establishing or managing the recycling 
program or process, or additional sorting or processing of debris for recycling purposes. 

The Applicant must provide written notification of the revenue received. It should submit this 
information within 30 days of completion of its debris removal operations. This should include 
the completion date of the debris removal operations, the quantity and types of debris recycled, 
and the cost for processing the debris for recycling. The Applicant must provide an accounting of 
how it used the revenue. It should submit this information within 90 days of the period of 
performance deadline. 

If the Applicant does not use the revenue for an authorized purpose, FEMA reduces PA funding 
by the amount of the recycling revenue. 

2. Hazardous Limbs, Trees, and Stumps 
Eligible vegetative debris may include tree limbs, branches, stumps, or trees that are still in 
place, but damaged to the extent they pose an immediate threat. These items are not eligible if 
the hazard existed prior to the incident, or if the item is in a natural area and does not extend over 
improved property or public-use areas, such as trails, sidewalks, or playgrounds.  

Contractors typically charge debris removal based on a unit price for volume (cubic yards) or 
weight (tons). A hazardous tree or stump may be collected individually. When these items are 
collected individually, contractors often charge a price per tree or stump based on its size. FEMA 
encourages Applicants to procure branch or limb removal from trees on a one-time charge per 
tree basis as opposed to a unit price per limb or branch to facilitate more cost-effective 
operations. FEMA has specific eligibility criteria and documentation requirements for funding 
these items based on a price per each item instead of by volume or weight. If the Applicant does 
not provide sufficient documentation, it will jeopardize its PA funding.  

Bracing a tree is eligible (as Category B) only when doing so is less costly than removal and 
disposal. If the Applicant chooses to brace a tree rather than remove it, the tree is not eligible for 
removal later if it dies. 

Pruning, maintenance, trimming, and landscaping are not eligible. 

(a) Broken Limb or Branch Removal  
Removal of broken limbs or branches that are 2 inches or larger in diameter (measured at the 
point of break) that pose an immediate threat are eligible. An example is a broken limb or branch 
that is hanging over improved property or public-use areas, such as trails, sidewalks, or 
playgrounds if it could fall and cause injury or damage to improved property.  

FEMA does not fund removal of broken limbs or branches located on private property unless: 

• The limbs or branches extend over the public ROW; 
• The limbs or branches pose an immediate threat; and 
• The Applicant removes the hazard from the public ROW (without entering private 

property).  
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Only the minimum cut necessary to remove the hazard is eligible. For example, cutting a branch 
at the trunk is not eligible if the threat can be eliminated by cutting it at the closest main branch 
junction.  

(b) Tree Removal 
FEMA considers incident-damaged trees to be hazardous and eligible if the tree has a diameter 
of 6 inches or greater measured 4.5 feet above ground level, and the tree: 

• Has a split trunk; 
• Has a broken canopy; or  
• Is leaning at an angle greater than 30 degrees.  

For trees that have 50 percent or more of the root-ball exposed, removal of the tree and root-ball 
and filling the root-ball hole are eligible. For contracted removal of a tree with a root-ball, 
FEMA will not reimburse two separate unit costs to remove the tree and its root-ball.  

For trees that have less than 50 percent of the root-ball exposed, FEMA only provides PA 
funding to flush cut the item at ground level and dispose of the cut portion based on volume or 
weight. Grinding any residual stump after cutting the tree is not eligible.  

(c) Stump Removal 
For stumps that have 50 percent or more of the root-ball exposed, removal of the stump and 
filling the root-ball hole are eligible. If grinding a stump in-place is less costly than extraction, 
grinding the stump in-place is eligible. 

Stump removal in areas with known or high potential for archaeological resources usually 
requires that FEMA further evaluate and consult with the State Historic Preservation Officer 
(SHPO) or Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO). If the Applicant discovers any potential 
archeological resources during stump removal, the Applicant must immediately cease work and 
notify FEMA. 

Contracted Stump Removal 

 FEMA only reimburses contracted costs charged on a per-stump basis if: 

• The stump is 2 feet or larger in diameter measured 2 feet above the ground; and 
• Extraction is required as part of the removal.  

The Applicant needs to ensure the price for stump removal includes extraction, transport, 
disposal, and filling the root-ball hole.  

For stumps that have less than 50 percent of the root-ball exposed, FEMA only provides PA 
funding to flush cut the item at ground level and dispose of the cut portion based on volume or 
weight. Grinding any residual stump is not eligible.  

For stumps smaller than 2 feet in diameter, or for stumps of any size that do not require 
extraction, FEMA only provides PA funding based on volume or weight as removal of these 
stumps does not require special equipment. If the Applicant claims reimbursement of these 
stumps on a per stump basis, FEMA limits PA funding based on a unit price for volume or tons, 
calculated using the Stump Conversion Table (Appendix E).  
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If the Applicant incurs additional costs in picking up stumps 2 feet or larger in diameter that the 
contractor did not extract, it should complete the Hazardous Stump Worksheet (Appendix F) and 
present documentation to substantiate the costs as reasonable based on the equipment required to 
perform the work. 

(d) Documentation Requirements 
The Applicant must provide all of the following documentation to support the eligibility of 
removing tree limbs, branches, stumps, or trees that are still in place:  

• Specifics of the immediate threat with the U.S. National Grid (USNG) location and 
photograph or video documentation that establishes the item is on public property; 

• Diameter of each item removed (measurement must be 2 feet up the trunk from the 
ground for stumps and 4.5 feet up for trees); 

• Quantity of material to fill root-ball holes; and 
• Equipment used to perform the work. 

3. Hazardous Materials 
Removal and disposal of pollutants and hazardous substances are eligible. Eligible activities 
include: 

• Separation of hazardous materials from other debris 
• Specialized procedures for handling and disposing of hazardous materials 
• Control or stabilization of the hazardous material 
• Pumping and treating water contaminated with the hazardous material 
• Clean-up and disposal of the hazardous material 

Testing for contaminants in water, air, or soil necessary to ensure elimination of the immediate 
threat is eligible, but testing for the purpose of long-term cleanup actions is not eligible. 

The Applicant must comply with Federal, State, Territorial, Tribal, and local government 
environmental requirements for handling hazardous materials. Before handling or disposing of 
hazardous materials, the Applicant should contact the appropriate Federal, State, Territorial, or 
Tribal agency and obtain required permits. Additionally, appropriate certified hazardous waste 
specialists should handle, capture, recycle, reuse, or dispose of hazardous materials. When 
providing PA funding for work involving the handling of hazardous materials, FEMA must 
ensure compliance with the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).  

Additionally, the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act 
(CERCLA) authorizes the Federal Government to respond directly to releases or threatened 
releases of hazardous substances that may endanger public health or the environment. Under 
CERCLA and the Clean Water Act (CWA), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)172 
and the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) have the authority to respond to actual or potential discharges 
of oil, hazardous substances, pollutants, and contaminants that may present an imminent and 
substantial danger to public health or welfare. EPA has responsibility for responses in the inland 

172 See Recovery Policy 9523.8, Mission Assignments for ESF#10, for discussion on U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) authority with respect to removal of hazardous waste: 
http://www.fema.gov/9500-series-policy-publications/95238-mission-assignments-esf-10. 
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